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Abstract

In this paper we address the solution of three-dimensional heterogeneous
Helmholtz problems discretized with second-order finite difference methods with ap-
plication to acoustic waveform inversion in geophysics. In this setting, the numerical
simulation of wave propagation phenomena requires the approximate solution of pos-
sibly very large indefinite linear systems of equations. For that purpose, we propose
and analyse an iterative two-grid method acting on the Helmholtz operator where
the coarse grid problem is solved inaccurately. A cycle of a multigrid method applied
to a complex shifted Laplacian operator is used as a preconditioner for the approxi-
mate solution of this coarse problem. A single cycle of the new method is then used
as a variable preconditioner of a flexible Krylov subspace method. We analyse the
properties of the resulting preconditioned operator by Fourier analysis. Numerical
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm on three-dimensional applica-
tions. The proposed numerical method allows us to solve three-dimensional wave
propagation problems even at high frequencies on a reasonable number of cores of
a distributed memory computer.
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1 Introduction

The efficient simulation of wave propagation phenomena in three-dimensional heteroge-
neous media is of great research interest in many environmental inverse problems (e.g.,
monitoring of pollution in groundwater, earthquake modeling or location of hydrocarbon
in fractured rocks). Such inverse problems aim at determining accurately the material
properties of the subsurface by analysing the observed scattered fields after a sequence of
multiple seismic shots. One of the main computational kernels of these large-scale non-
linear optimization problems is the approximate solution of a linear system issued from
the discretization of a Helmholtz scalar wave equation typically written in the frequency
domain. Hence the design of efficient iterative solvers for the resulting large indefinite
linear systems is of major importance. This will be the main topic of the present paper.

When the medium is homogeneous (or similarly when the wavenumber is uniform),
efficient multilevel solvers have been proposed in the literature. To name a few, we men-
tion the wave-ray multigrid method [6] which exploits the structure of the error compo-
nents that standard multigrid methods fail to eliminate [7] and the FETI-H nonoverlap-
ping domain decomposition method [24], a generalization of the FETI method [25] for
Helmholtz type problems, whose rate of convergence is found to be independent of the
fine grid step size, the number of subdomains, and the wavenumber in many practical
problems (see also, e.g., [52, Section 11.5.2]). In this paper, we rather focus on the case
of three-dimensional Helmholtz problems defined in heterogeneous media for which the
design of robust iterative methods that are scalable with respect to the frequency for
such indefinite problems is currently an active research topic. The literature on iterative
solvers for discrete Helmholtz problems is quite rich and we refer the reader to the re-
cent survey papers [19, 23] for a taxonomy of advanced preconditioned iterative methods
based on domain decomposition or multigrid.

In [2] Bayliss et al. have considered to precondition the Helmholtz operator with a
different operator. A few iterations of the symmetric successive over-relaxation method
were then used to approximately invert a Laplacian preconditioner. Later this work
has been generalized by Laird and Giles [31], proposing a Helmholtz preconditioner
with a positive sign in front of the Helmholtz term. In [18, 22] Erlangga et al. have
further extended this idea: a modified Helmholtz operator with a complex wavenumber
(i.e., where a complex term (hereafter named complex shift) is multiplying the square
of the wavenumber) was used as a preconditioner of the Helmholtz operator. This
preconditioning operator is since then referred to as a complex shifted Laplacian operator
in the literature. This idea has received a lot of attention over the last few years; see
among others [21, 22, 55]. Indeed with an appropriate choice of the imaginary part of
the shift, standard multigrid methods can be applied successfully, i.e., the convergence
of the multigrid method as a solver or as a preconditioner applied to a complex shifted
Laplacian operator is mathematically found to be mesh independent at a given frequency
[37]. Nevertheless, when a multigrid method applied to a shifted Laplacian operator is
considered as a preconditioner for the Helmholtz operator, the convergence is found to
be frequency dependent as observed in [5, 37]. This behaviour occurs independently of
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the way the preconditioner is inverted (approximately or exactly). A linear increase in
preconditioner applications versus the frequency is usually observed on three-dimensional
problems in heterogeneous media. In practice preconditioning based on a complex shifted
Laplacian operator is considered nowadays as a successful algorithm for low to medium
range frequencies.

At high frequency (or equivalently at large wavenumbers), numerical results on the
contrary show a steep increase in the number of outer iterations (see, e.g., [37] for a con-
crete application in seismic imaging). The analysis of the shifted Laplace preconditioned
operator provided in [55] has indeed shown that the smallest eigenvalues of the precon-
ditioned operator tend to zero as the wavenumber increases. Hence it becomes essential
to combine this preconditioner with deflation techniques to yield an efficient numerical
method as analyzed in [20, 41]. As far as we know, the resulting algorithms have not
yet been applied to concrete large-scale applications on realistic three-dimensional het-
erogeneous problems. This is indeed a topic of current research most likely due to the
complexity of the numerical method. Alternatives are required and a straightforward
choice considered in, e.g., [15, 16] is to apply a multigrid cycle (with a limited number of
grids in the hierarchy) to the Helmholtz operator. In [35] Pinel has proposed a two-grid
cycle acting on the Helmholtz operator where the coarse grid problem is solved only
inaccurately by a preconditioned Krylov subspace method. A theoretical analysis of
this inexact preconditioner has been obtained by rigorous Fourier analysis [48] and nu-
merical experiments on both homogeneous and heterogeneous problems have confirmed
the theoretical developments. The convergence of the two-grid preconditioned Krylov
subspace method was experimentally found to be mesh independent but still frequency
dependent. This preconditioner has been successfully applied to the solution of huge
Helmholtz problems on three-dimensional problems in heterogeneous media. Indeed nu-
merical results reported in [35, Chapter 4] have demonstrated that the solution of large
Helmholtz problems with billion of unknowns in seismic was tractable with such a two-
grid preconditioned Krylov subspace method. Since then, this two-grid preconditioner
has been applied to the solution of acoustic forward problems with multiple sources lead-
ing to multiple right-hand side problems [9] and to the solution of linear systems issued
from the high-order discretization of the acoustic Helmholtz equation [8].

The numerical method presented in [35] is found to require a reduced number of
preconditioner applications, each application being however computationally expensive.
Indeed this cycle relies on an approximate solution of a coarse problem that is highly
indefinite and ill-conditioned. Efficient algebraic one-level preconditioners to be applied
on the coarse level are missing and advanced strategies should be considered to im-
prove the convergence properties of the two-grid approach. Hence we propose to use
a multigrid method applied to a shifted Laplacian operator as a preconditioner when
solving the coarse problem. A single cycle of the new resulting method will be then
used as a variable preconditioner for a flexible Krylov subspace method. By combining
these two approaches, we expect an increased robustness of the numerical method and
simultaneously a reduction of the computational cost of the two-grid cycle.

The contribution of this paper will be twofold. First, we will derive a new two-
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grid preconditioner for solving Helmholtz problems in three-dimensional heterogeneous
media and analyse its properties by rigorous Fourier analysis. Second, we will show the
relevance of the numerical method on a challenging application in geophysics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the acoustic Helmholtz
equation written in the frequency domain and derive the discrete linear system to be
solved in the forward problem. Then in Section 3 we review two different existing
preconditioners based on multigrid and combine them to develop the new preconditioner.
In Section 4 properties of the combined preconditioner are analysed by rigorous Fourier
analysis. Furthermore we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on an
academic problem and on a challenging application in geophysics in Section 5. Finally
we draw some conclusions in Section 6. Throughout this paper we denote by ‖.‖2 the
Euclidean norm, Ik ∈ Ck×k the identity matrix of order k and ρ(M) the spectral radius
of a square matrix M . Given a vector d ∈ Ck with components di, D = diag(d) is the
diagonal matrix D ∈ Ck×k such that Dii = di, (1 ≤ i ≤ k).

2 The acoustic Helmholtz equation in the frequency do-
main

In this section we briefly describe the wave propagation problem associated with acoustic
imaging [58] in geophysics and introduce the mathematical formulation of this problem.

2.1 Mathematical formulation

Given a three-dimensional physical domain Ωp of parallelepiped shape, the propagation
of a wavefield in a heterogeneous medium can be modeled by the Helmholtz equation
written in the frequency domain [50]:

−
3∑
i=1

∂2u

∂x2
i

− (2πf)2

c2
u = δ(x− s), x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ Ωp. (1)

In equation (1), the unknown u represents the pressure wavefield in the frequency do-
main, c the acoustic-wave velocity in ms−1, which varies with position, and f the fre-
quency in Hertz. The source term δ(x − s) represents a harmonic point source located
at s = (s1, s2, s3) ∈ Ωp. The wavelength λ is defined as λ = c/f and the wavenumber
as 2πf/c. A popular approach - the Perfectly Matched Layer formulation (PML) [3, 4]
- has been used in order to obtain a satisfactory near boundary solution, without many
artificial reflections. Artificial boundary layers are then added around the physical do-
main to absorb outgoing waves at any incidence angle as shown in [3]. We denote by
ΩPML the surrounding domain created by these artificial layers. This formulation leads
to the following set of coupled partial differential equations with homogeneous Dirichlet
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boundary conditions imposed on Γ, the boundary of the domain:

−
3∑
i=1

∂2u

∂x2
i

− (2πf)2

c2
u = δ(x− s) in Ωp, (2)

−
3∑
i=1

1
ξxi(xi)

∂

∂xi
(

1
ξxi(xi)

∂u

∂xi
)− (2πf)2

c2
u = 0 in ΩPML\Γ, (3)

u = 0 on Γ, (4)

where the one-dimensional ξxi function represents the complex-valued damping function
of the PML formulation in the i-th direction, selected as in [34]. The set of equations
(2, 3, 4) defines the forward problem related to acoustic imaging in geophysics that will
be considered in this paper and we note that the proposed numerical method can be
applied to other application fields, where wave propagation phenomena appear as well.

2.2 Finite difference discretization

We use a standard second-order accurate seven-point finite difference discretization of the
Helmholtz problem (2, 3, 4) on an uniform equidistant Cartesian grid of size nx×ny×nz
(see [35, Appendix A] for a complete description of the discretization). We denote later
by h the corresponding mesh grid size, Ωh the discrete computational domain and nPML

the number of points in each PML layer. A fixed value of nPML = 10 has been used
hereafter. Since a stability condition has to be satisfied to correctly represent the wave
propagation phenomena [11], we consider a standard second-order accurate discretization
scheme with 10 points per wavelength. This implies that the mesh grid size h and the
minimal wavelength in the computational domain must satisfy the following inequality
[11]:

h

min(x1,x2,x3)∈Ωh λ(x1, x2, x3)
≤ 1

10
.

Hereafter we have considered the following condition to determine the step size h, given
a certain frequency f and an heterogeneous velocity field c:

h =
min(x1,x2,x3)∈Ωh c(x1, x2, x3)

10 f
. (5)

The discretization of the forward problem (2, 3, 4) leads to the following linear system
Ah xh = bh, where Ah ∈ Cn×n is a sparse complex matrix which is non Hermitian
and non symmetric due to the PML formulation [4, 35, 46] and where xh, bh ∈ Cn

represent the discrete frequency-domain pressure field and source, respectively. The
stability condition (5) imposes to solve large systems of equations at the (usually high)
frequencies of interest for the geophysicists, a task that may be too memory expensive
for standard [46, 47] or advanced sparse direct methods exploiting hierarchically semi-
separable structure [61, 62] on a reasonable number of cores of a parallel computer.
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Consequently preconditioned Krylov subspace methods are most often considered and
efficient preconditioners must be developed for such indefinite problems. Indeed, due to
the indefiniteness and the ill-conditioning of the matrices Ah, these linear systems are
known to be very challenging for iterative methods [23]. Efficient preconditioners must
be then developed and in the last years several authors have proposed various numerical
methods related to this challenging topic [5, 15, 17, 20, 21, 36, 59]. We describe next in
detail a new iterative method proposed for the solution of the forward problem related
to acoustic imaging.

3 Two- and multi-level preconditioned Krylov subspace
method

In this section, we briefly discuss two existing preconditioning multilevel strategies for
the solution of wave propagation problems presented in Section 2. Then we introduce
the new two-grid preconditioner and focus on its algorithmic description.

3.1 Two-grid cycle acting on the Helmholtz operator

We first present the general framework of the two-grid preconditioner that will serve as
a basis for the new method considered in this paper and introduce some notations. The
fine and coarse levels denoted by h and H are associated with discrete grids Ωh and
ΩH , respectively. Due to the application in geophysics introduced in Section 2 where
structured grids are routinely used, it seems natural to consider a geometric construction
of the coarse grid ΩH . The discrete coarse grid domain ΩH is then deduced from the
discrete fine grid domain Ωh by doubling the mesh size in each direction as classically
done in vertex-centered geometric multigrid [48]. In the following, we assume that
AH represents a suitable approximation of the fine grid operator Ah on ΩH . We also
introduce IHh : G(Ωh) → G(ΩH) a restriction operator, where G(Ωk) denotes the set of
grid functions defined on Ωk. Similarly IhH : G(ΩH) → G(Ωh) will represent a given
prolongation operator. More precisely, we select as a prolongation operator trilinear
interpolation and as a restriction its adjoint which is often called the full weighting
operator [48]. We refer the reader to [53, Section 2.9] for a complete description of these
operators in three dimensions.

The two-grid cycle to be used as a preconditioner is sketched in Algorithm 1, where
it is assumed that the initial approximation z0

h is equal to zero on Ωh, denoted later
by 0h. As in [16, 56], polynomial smoothers based on GMRES [40] have been selected
for both pre- and post-smoothing phases. Here a cycle of preconditioned GMRES(ms)
on Ωh involves ms matrix-vector products with Ah and msν iterations of damped Ja-
cobi. In the framework of indefinite Helmholtz problems with homogeneous velocity
field, solving only approximately the coarse level problem has been analysed by rigorous
Fourier analysis in [35]. Theoretical developments supported by numerical experiments
have notably shown that solving approximately the coarse level problem may also lead
to an efficient two-grid preconditioner. We report the reader to [35, Section 3.4] for a
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Algorithm 1 Two-grid cycle applied to Ahzh = vh. zh = T (vh).
1: Polynomial pre-smoothing: Apply ϑ cycles of GMRES(ms) to Ahzh = vh with ν

iterations of ωh-Jacobi as a right preconditioner to obtain the approximation zϑh .
2: Restrict the fine level residual: vH = IHh (vh −Ahzϑh).
3: Solve approximately the coarse problem AHzH = vH with initial approximation
z0
H = 0H : Apply ϑc cycles of GMRES(mc) to AHzH = vH with νc iterations of
ωH -Jacobi as a right preconditioner to obtain the approximation zH .

4: Perform the coarse level correction: z̃h = zϑh + IhH zH .
5: Polynomial post-smoothing: Apply ϑ cycles of GMRES(ms) to Ahzh = vh with

initial approximation z̃h and ν iterations of ωh-Jacobi as a right preconditioner to
obtain the final approximation zh.

complete description of this analysis on three-dimensional model problems. Finally we
note that the approximation at the end of the cycle zh can be represented as zh = T (vh)
where T is a nonlinear function due both to the use of a polynomial method based on
GMRES as a smoother and to the approximate solution obtained on the coarse grid.

3.2 Multigrid cycle acting on a complex shifted Laplacian operator

A potential drawback of the two-grid cycle acting on the Helmholtz operator presented in
Section 3.1 is the indefiniteness of the coarse grid problem which prevents from deriving
an efficient multilevel method as recognized in [16]. In [21, 22] Erlangga et al. have
exploited the pioneering idea to define a preconditioning operator based on a different
partial differential equation for which a truly multilevel solution is possible. In the
context of this paper, the corresponding set of equations reads as:

−
3∑
i=1

∂2u

∂x2
i

− (1 + iβ)
(2πf)2

c2
u = δ(x− s) in Ωp, (6)

−
3∑
i=1

1
ξxi(xi)

∂

∂xi
(

1
ξxi(xi)

∂u

∂xi
)− (1 + iβ)

(2πf)2

c2
u = 0 in ΩPML\Γ, (7)

u = 0 on Γ, (8)

where the parameter 1 + iβ ∈ C is called the complex shift1. We introduce a sequence of
l grids denoted by Ω1, · · · ,Ωl (with Ωl as the finest grid) and of appropriate operators
S

(β)
k (k = 1, · · · , l). Here S(β)

k is simply obtained from the second-order finite difference
discretization of (6, 7, 8) on Ωk. S

(β)
k is called later the complex shifted Laplacian

operator on Ωk. In order to describe the algorithm in detail, we denote by Ik−1
k :

G(Ωk) → G(Ωk−1) a restriction operator from Ωk to Ωk−1, Ikk−1 : G(Ωk−1) → G(Ωk) a

1In [22] the authors have introduced the complex shifted Laplacian with a negative imaginary part
for the shift in the case of first- or second-order radiation boundary conditions. Due to the PML
formulation considered in this paper, we have used a shift with positive imaginary part to derive an
efficient preconditioner as explained in [35, Section 3.3.2].
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prolongation operator from Ωk−1 to Ωk and C the cycling strategy (which can be of V ,
F or W type). The complex shifted multigrid algorithm considered in this paper is then
sketched in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Multigrid cycle (with a hierarchy of l grids) applied to S
(β)
l yl = wl.

yl =Ml,C(wl).

1: Pre-smoothing: Apply νβ iterations of ωl-Jacobi to S
(β)
l yl = wl to obtain the ap-

proximation y
νβ
l .

2: Restrict the fine level residual: wl−1 = I l−1
l (wl − S

(β)
l y

νβ
l ).

3: Solve approximately the coarse problem S
(β)
l−1yl−1 = wl−1 with initial approximation

y0
l−1 = 0l−1: Apply recursively γ cycles of multigrid to S(β)

l−1yl−1 = wl−1 to obtain the
approximation yl−1. On the coarsest level (l = 1) apply ϑβ cycles of GMRES(mβ)
preconditioned by νβ iterations of ω1-Jacobi to S(β)

1 y1 = w1 as an approximate solver.

4: Perform the coarse level correction: ỹl = y
νβ
l + I ll−1yl−1.

5: Post-smoothing: Apply νβ iterations of ωl-Jacobi to S(β)
l yl = wl with initial approx-

imation ỹl to obtain the final approximation yl.

In Algorithm 2, the γ parameter controls the type of cycling strategy of the multigrid
hierarchy, see, e.g., [48]. Trilinear interpolation and full-weighting are used as prolon-
gation and restriction operators, respectively. An approximate solution on the coarsest
level is considered as in the two-grid approach proposed in Section 3.1. We note that
the approximation at the end of the cycle yl can be represented as yl =Ml,C(wl) where
Ml,C is a nonlinear function since a Krylov subspace method (namely preconditioned
GMRES(mβ)) is used as an approximate solver on the coarsest grid Ω1.

The multigrid cycle of Algorithm 2 is based on a Jacobi smoother as promoted in
[21] and slightly differs from the original algorithm proposed in [21]. Indeed Erlangga
et al. in [21] have used the matrix-dependent interpolation operator of [64], a Galerkin
coarse grid approximation to deduce the discrete coarse operators and an exact solution
on the coarsest grid. For three-dimensional applications, Erlangga [19] and Riyanti
et al. [37] have proposed a multigrid method with a two-dimensional semi-coarsening
strategy combined with line-wise damped Jacobi smoothing in the third direction. A
cycle of multigrid acting on this complex shifted Laplacian operator is then considered
as a preconditioner for the Helmholtz operator and the theoretical properties of this
preconditioner have been investigated in [55]. Since its introduction, this preconditioning
technique based on a different partial differential equation has been extensively used, see,
e.g., [5, 17, 37, 59] for applications in three dimensions.

3.3 Combined cycle

One of the main difficulties related to the two-grid preconditioner presented in Section
3.1 is that the coarse linear system is strongly indefinite at large wavenumbers due to
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the stability condition (5). Consequently, even a loose approximate solution is found to
be computationally expensive to obtain with standard preconditioned Krylov subspace
solvers. To circumvent this difficulty, we introduce a multigrid cycle acting on a complex
shifted Laplacian operator as a preconditioner for the coarse grid system AHzH = vH
defined on ΩH . The complex shifted Laplacian operator is simply obtained by direct
coarse grid discretization of equations (6,7,8) on ΩH . The new cycle can be seen as a
combination of two cycles defined on two different hierarchies. First, a two-grid cycle
using Ωh and ΩH only as fine and coarse levels respectively is applied to the Helmholtz
operator. Second, a sequence of grids Ωk (k = 1, · · · , l) with the finest grid Ωl defined as
Ωl := ΩH is introduced. On this second hierarchy a multigrid cycle applied to a complex
shifted Laplacian operator S(β)

H := S
(β)
l is then used as a preconditioner when solving

the coarse level system AHzH = vH of the two-grid cycle. The new combined cycle is
sketched in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Combined cycle applied to Ahzh = vh. zh = Tl,C(vh).
1: Polynomial pre-smoothing: Apply ϑ cycles of GMRES(ms) to Ahzh = vh with ν

iterations of ωh-Jacobi as a right preconditioner to obtain the approximation zϑh .
2: Restrict the fine level residual: vH = IHh (vh −Ahzϑh).
3: Solve approximately the coarse problem AHzH = vH with initial approximation
z0
H = 0H : Apply ϑc cycles of FGMRES(mc) to AHzH = vH preconditioned by a

cycle of multigrid applied to S
(β)
l yl = wl on Ωl ≡ ΩH yielding yl = Ml,C(wl) to

obtain the approximation zH .
4: Perform the coarse level correction: z̃h = zϑh + IhHzH .
5: Polynomial post-smoothing: Apply ϑ cycles of GMRES(ms) to Ahzh = vh with

initial approximation z̃h and ν iterations of ωh-Jacobi as a right preconditioner to
obtain the final approximation zh.

The notation Tl,C uses subscripts related to the cycle applied to the shifted Laplacian
operator (i.e. number of grids l of the second hierarchy and cycling strategy C (which can
be of V , F or W type), respectively). The combined cycle then involves discretization
of operators on l + 1 grids in total. Hence later in the numerical experiments we will
compare Tl,C with Ml+1,C . Figure 1 shows a possible configuration with a three-grid
cycle applied to the shifted Laplacian operator. The combined cycle is related to the
recursively defined K-cycle introduced in [33]. Nevertheless we note that the combined
cycle relies on a preconditioning operator on the coarse level that is different from the
original operator. The approximation at the end of the cycle zh can be represented as
zh = Tl,C(vh) where Tl,C is a nonlinear function obtained as a combination of functions
introduced in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Consequently, this cycle leads to a
variable nonlinear preconditioner which must be combined with an outer flexible Krylov
subspace method [43, 44] and [57, Chapter 10]. We have selected an outer Krylov
subspace method of minimum residual type, namely flexible GMRES (FGMRES(m))
[38]. This choice allows us to characterize effectively the quality of the preconditioner
even on realistic problems at a cheap cost as discussed later in Section 5.3.
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Ω3

Ω2

Ω1

Ωh

ΩH

AHzH = vH AHzH = vH

used as a preconditioner when solving
Cycle applied to the complex shifted Laplace operator S

(β)
3 ≡ S

(β)
H

Cycle applied to the Helmholtz operator

Figure 1: Combined cycle applied to Ahzh = vh sketched in Algorithm 3. Case of
T3,F . The two-grid cycle is applied to the Helmholtz operator (left part), whereas the
three-grid cycle to be used as a preconditioner when solving the coarse grid problem
AHzH = vH is shown on the right part. This second multigrid cycle acts on the shifted
Laplacian operator with β as a shift parameter.

4 Fourier analysis of multigrid preconditioners

In this section, we provide a two-grid rigorous Fourier analysis to select appropriate
relaxation parameters in the smoother and to understand the convergence properties of
the two-grid methods used as a preconditioner introduced in Section 3. For this analysis
only, we consider a two-grid method based on a Jacobi smoother, standard coarsening,
full-weighting, trilinear interpolation and exact solution on the coarse grid, applied to
a model problem of Helmholtz type. We refer the reader to [48, 51] for the theoretical
foundations of rigorous Fourier analysis.

4.1 Rigorous Fourier analysis

Notation Throughout Section 4, we consider the complex shifted Laplace equation
with a uniform wavenumber given by k = 2πf/c on the unit cube Ω = [0, 1]3 and
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundary of the domain:

−∆u− κ2
βu = g in Ω, (9)
u = 0 on ∂Ω, (10)

with κβ defined as κ2
β = (1 + βi)k2, where β denotes a real parameter lying in [0, 1].

A classical tool in multigrid theory to deduce some information about the two-grid
convergence rate is based on a rigorous Fourier analysis (RFA) [53, Section 3.3.4]. To
perform this analysis, we introduce some additional notations. First, we discretize the
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model problem (9, 10) on an uniform mesh of step size κ = 1/nκ. We denote by L
(β)
κ

the corresponding discrete operator on the considered fine grid Ωκ = Gκ ∩ [0, 1]3 where
Gκ is the infinite grid and by D

(β)
κ the matrix corresponding to the diagonal part of

L
(β)
κ . The discrete eigenfunctions of L(β)

κ :

ϕl1,l2,l3κ (x, y, z) = sin(l1πx) sin(l2πy) sin(l3πz) with l1, l2, l3 = 1, ..., nκ−1 and (x, y, z) ∈ Ωκ,

generate the space of all fine grid functions, F (Ωκ), and are orthogonal with respect to
the discrete inner product on Ωκ:

(vκ, wκ) := κ3
∑

(x,y,z)∈Ωκ

vκ(x, y, z)wκ(x, y, z) with vκ, wκ ∈ F (Ωκ).

The space of all fine grid real-valued functions F (Ωκ) can be divided into a direct sum of
(at most) eight-dimensional subspaces - called the 2κ-harmonics [53, Equation (3.4.1)]
- :

El1,l2,l3κ = span[ϕl1,l2,l3κ ,−ϕnκ−l1,nκ−l2,nκ−l3
κ ,−ϕnκ−l1,l2,l3

κ , ϕl1,nκ−l2,nκ−l3
κ ,

−ϕl1,nκ−l2,l3
κ , ϕnκ−l1,l2,nκ−l3

κ ,−ϕl1,l2,nκ−l3
κ , ϕnκ−l1,nκ−l2,l3

κ ],
for l1, l2, l3 = 1, · · · , nκ/2.

The dimension of El1,l2,l3κ , denoted by ηl1,l2,l3κ , is eight, four, two and one if zero, one,
two or three of the indices l1, l2, l3 is equal to nκ/2, respectively. Similarly as on the fine
grid Ωκ, we introduce the discrete eigenfunctions of the coarse grid operator L(β)

2κ on the
space of all coarse grid functions F (Ω2κ) with Ω2κ = G2κ ∩ [0, 1]3:

ϕl1,l2,l32κ (x, y, z) = sin(l1πx) sin(l2πy) sin(l3πz), with l1, l2, l3 = 1, ...,
nκ
2
− 1 and (x, y, z) ∈ Ω2κ.

El1,l2,l32κ is then defined as span[ϕl1,l2,l32κ ] since the eigenfunctions of L2κ coincide up to
their sign on Ω2κ for l1, l2, l3 = 1, · · · , nκ/2 [53]. We denote later by ` the multi-index
` = (l1, l2, l3), by Lκ = {` |1 ≤ max(l1, l2, l3) < nκ/2} and by Hκ = {` |nκ/2 ≤
max(l1, l2, l3) < nκ} the sets of multi-indices corresponding to the low-frequency and
high-frequency harmonics, respectively. We also define the set L=

κ = {` |1 ≤ max(l1, l2, l3) ≤
nκ/2}. Later in this section, the Fourier representation of a given discrete operator Mκ
is denoted by M̂κ and the restriction of M̂κ to E`κ with ` ∈ Lκ is noted M̂κ(`) = M̂κ|E`κ
in short. The Fourier representation of the discrete Helmholtz operator L(β)

κ and the Ja-
cobi iteration matrix J (β)

κ are denoted L̂
(β)
κ and Ĵ

(β)
κ , respectively. To write the Fourier

representation of these operators in a compact form, we also introduce the ξi parameters

such that ξi = sin2

(
liπκ

2

)
for i = 1, 2, 3. Finally we denote by κ = h the finest mesh

grid size considered, nh the corresponding number of points per direction and kκ the
wavenumber on the grid with mesh size κ.
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4.2 Smoothing analysis

The multigrid method acting on a complex shifted Laplacian operator presented in
Algorithm 2 is based on a Jacobi smoother as used in [21] in two dimensions. Indeed in
[21] it has been numerically shown that this method enjoys good smoothing properties
on all the grids of the hierarchy when the relaxation parameters ωκ are well chosen.
In Proposition 1, we give the Fourier representation of the Jacobi iteration matrix J (β)

κ
applied to the complex shifted Laplacian matrix L(β)

κ . Then we derive related smoothing
factors and by numerical experiments we deduce appropriate damping parameters to
obtain good smoothing properties in three dimensions.

Proposition 1. The harmonic spaces E`κ for ` ∈ L=
κ are invariant under the Jacobi

iteration matrix J
(β)
κ = Iκ − ωκ(D(β)

κ )−1L
(β)
κ (J (β)

κ : E`κ −→ E`κ, for ` ∈ L=
κ ). The

operator J (β)
κ is orthogonally equivalent to a block diagonal matrix of (at most) 8 × 8

blocks defined as:

Ĵ (β)
κ (`) = Iη`κ −

(
ωκκ2

6− (κβκ)2

)
L̂(β)

κ (`), ` ∈ L=
κ , (11)

where L̂
(β)
κ denotes the representation of the complex shifted Laplacian operator L

(β)
κ

with respect to the space E`κ and η`κ the dimension of E`κ, respectively. With notation
introduced in Section 4.1, if ` ∈ Lκ, the representation of L̂(β)

κ with respect to E`κ is a
diagonal matrix defined as:

L̂(β)
κ (`) = diag


4

κ2



(ξ1 + ξ2 + ξ3)
(3− ξ1 − ξ2 − ξ3)
(1− ξ1 + ξ2 + ξ3)
(2 + ξ1 − ξ2 − ξ3)
(1 + ξ1 − ξ2 + ξ3)
(2− ξ1 + ξ2 − ξ3)
(1 + ξ1 + ξ2 − ξ3)
(2− ξ1 − ξ2 + ξ3)



−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β


, ` ∈ Lκ. (12)

If one of the indices of ` equals nκ/2, L̂(β)
κ (`) degenerates to a diagonal matrix of di-

mension η`κ. Its entries then correspond to the first η`κ entries of the matrix given on
the right-hand side of relation (12).

Proof. Obviously, since the eigenfunctions spanning E`κ are eigenfunctions of L(β)
κ , the

harmonic spaces E`κ (` ∈ Lκ) are invariant under L(β)
κ and hence invariant under J (β)

κ .
The representation of L(β)

κ with respect to the harmonic space E`κ is obtained by writing
the eigenvalues of the basis functions of E`κ in terms of ξi, a straightforward calculation
that only involves trigonometric identities.

The representation of the Jacobi iteration matrix in the Fourier space obtained in
Proposition 1 allows us to easily investigate its smoothing properties, i.e., to compute
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the smoothing factor µ versus various parameters (β, mesh grid size κ, wavenumber kκ
and relaxation parameter ωκ, respectively). With ν denoting the number of relaxation
sweeps, the smoothing factor µ(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) is defined as follows [63]:

µ(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) = max
`∈L=

κ
|(ρ(Q̂κ(`) (Ĵ (β)

κ (`))ν)
1/ν
|, (13)

where Q̂κ is the matrix representation of a projection operator that annihilates the low-
frequency error components and leaves the high-frequency components unchanged [48],
e.g., Q̂κ(`) = diag((0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)T ) for ` ∈ Lκ. In addition if we assume that κβκ
(or similarly kκκ) is a given constant (which is the case in practice due to the stability
condition to be satisfied) it is then possible to deduce the supremum µ?(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) of
the smoothing factor over κ as:

µ?(β,κ, kκ, , ωκ) = max

{
|1− ωκ

2− κ2
βκ2

6− κ2
βκ2
|, |1− ωκ

12− κ2
βκ2

6− κ2
βκ2

|

}
, (14)

or similarly:

µ?(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) = max
{
|1− ωκ +

4ωκ
6− (1 + iβ)k2

κκ2
|, |1− ωκ −

6ωκ
6− (1 + iβ)k2

κκ2
|
}
.

(15)
For a fixed value of kκκ this formula can then give guidance in choosing the optimal
relaxation parameters and in understanding how the optimal value of the relaxation
parameter ω?κ depends on kκκ and on β, respectively. Indeed a simple calculation gives
the real-valued optimal relaxation parameter as:

ω?κ = 1− 1
7− k2

κκ2
.

We notice that the optimal value of the relaxation parameter does not depend on the
shift parameter β and note that we recover the optimal relaxation parameter and the
supremum of the smoothing factor of the Jacobi method for the Poisson equation in
three dimensions when kκ is set to zero [53, Section 2.9.2].

Fourier results We select two relaxation sweeps (ν = 2) in the Jacobi method and
compute the smoothing factor µ(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) for different values of the shift parameter β,
ωκ on four consecutive grids in the multigrid hierarchy (κ = h,κ = 2h,κ = 4h,κ = 8h);
see Figure 2. The selected wavenumbers satisfy the relation2 kκ =

nh
nκ

π

5h
(or similarly

kκ =
κ
h

π

5h
) and we consider the case of nh = 512 on the finest grid.

From Figure 2 we observe a similar behaviour as was obtained in the two-dimensional
case in [16, 21]. Smoothing difficulties do occur neither on the fine grid nor on the coarsest

2This corresponds to the stability condition (5) on the finest grid and to practical situations of interest
on the other coarse grids of the hierarchy.
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Figure 2: Smoothing factors µ(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) of the Jacobi method (see equation (13))
versus β and ωκ considering 2 relaxation sweeps (ν = 2) on four different grids (κ = h,
κ = 2h, κ = 4h, κ = 8h) on the model problem (9, 10). Case of κ = h (top left),
κ = 2h (top right), κ = 4h (bottom left) and κ = 8h (bottom right). The wavenumber
kκ is defined as kκ =

nh
nκ

π

5h
with nh = 512.
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grid of the multigrid hierarchy but on intermediate grids only. Indeed, when κ = 4h
(bottom left part of Figure 2), smoothing factors less than one cannot be obtained unless
using a complex shifted Laplace operator with β ≥ 0.4. Consequently - and in agreement
with the discussion provided in [21] in the two-dimensional case - we have decided to fix
the shift parameter to β = 0.5. According to Figure 2, this choice leads us to consider
the following relaxation parameters: ωh = 0.8, ω2h = 0.8, ω4h = 0.2, ω8h = 1 or in short:

(ωh, ω2h, ω4h, ω8h) = (0.8, 0.8, 0.2, 1). (16)

These relaxation parameters will be selected in Section 5 and we note that that they are
close to the optimal values based on (15) given in Table 1.

Table 1: Optimal smoothing factors µ?(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) and optimal relaxation parameters
ω?κ versus κ on the model problem (9, 10) for two values of the shift parameter β. The
wavenumber kκ is defined as kκ =

nh
nκ

π

5h
with h designing the stepsize of the finest grid

(nh = 512).
β = 0 β = 0.5

κ µ?(β, kκκ, ω?κ) ω?κ µ?(β, kκκ, ω?κ) ω?κ
h 0.757 0.848 0.756 0.848
2h 0.922 0.815 0.908 0.815
4h > 1 0.918 0.193
8h 0.274 1.055 0.231 1.055

Finally it has been shown that reasonably good smoothing factors for the Jacobi
smoother can be obtained on all the grid hierarchy for the complex shifted Laplacian
operator in three dimensions; seel also [12] where a local Fourier analysis of the damped
Jacobi method is performed on the complex shifted Laplacian in one and two dimensions.
With the selected relaxation parameters we now investigate the spectrum of precondi-
tioned Helmholtz matrices.

4.3 Fourier analysis of preconditioned Helmholtz operator

As shown in [63], the rigorous Fourier analysis can also provide the spectrum of a
two-grid preconditioned operator inexpensively. This feature is notably quite helpful
when analysing the convergence of a given preconditioned Krylov subspace method, here
restarted GMRES. Next, we will perform this analysis not only on the fine level (κ = h)
to characterize the quality of the two-grid preconditioners but also on the second level
(κ = 2h) where preconditioners proposed in Algorithms 2 and 3 will be investigated. We
first briefly describe how to deduce the representation of these preconditioned operators
in the Fourier space.
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4.3.1 Iteration matrix of a two-grid cycle

Assumptions on the components of the cycle In this paragraph, we assume that
both the fine grid operator and the smoother leave the spaces E`κ invariant for ` ∈ L=

κ .
As shown in Proposition 1, L(β)

κ and the corresponding Jacobi iteration matrix J
(β)
κ

do satisfy this invariance property. Furthermore we assume that the transfer operators
I2κ

κ , Iκ
2κ satisfy the following relations:

I2κ
κ : E`κ → span[ϕ`2κ], Iκ

2κ : span[ϕ`2κ]→ E`κ, for ` ∈ Lκ. (17)

and that the coarse discretization operator leaves the subspace span[ϕ`2κ] invariant for
` ∈ Lκ. We note that the discrete coarse Helmholtz matrix L

(β)
2κ satisfies this last

property and that the trilinear interpolation and its adjoint also satisfy relation (17)
[53].

Proposition 2. If the previous assumptions are satisfied, the iteration matrix of the
two-grid cycle (M (β)

κ : E`κ −→ E`κ, for ` ∈ L=
κ ) leaves the spaces of 2κ-harmonics E`κ

with an arbitrary ` ∈ L=
κ invariant. The Fourier representation of the two-grid iteration

matrix M (β)
κ is as a block-diagonal matrix of (at most) 8× 8 blocks defined as:

M̂ (β)
κ (`) = (Ĵ (β)

κ (`))νK̂(β)
κ,2κ(`)(Ĵ (β)

κ (`))ν for ` ∈ L=
κ , (18)

with K̂
(β)
κ,2κ(`) = I8 − [c dT ]/Λ(β)

2κ if ` ∈ Lκ, where Λ(β)
2κ =

4
κ2

((1 − ξ1)ξ1 + (1 − ξ2)ξ2 +

(1− ξ3)ξ3)− κ2
β and c ∈ R8 , d ∈ C8, are defined as follows:

c1 = (1− ξ1)(1− ξ2)(1− ξ3), c2 = ξ1ξ2ξ3, c3 = ξ1(1− ξ2)(1− ξ3), c4 = (1− ξ1)ξ2ξ3,
c5 = (1− ξ1)ξ2(1− ξ3), c6 = ξ1(1− ξ2)ξ3, c7 = (1− ξ1)(1− ξ2)ξ3, c8 = ξ1ξ2(1− ξ3),
d = L̂

(β)
κ (`) c, where L̂(β)

κ (`) is defined in equation (12).

If one of the indices of ` is equal to nκ/2, K̂(β)
κ,2κ(`) is reduced to the identity matrix of

dimension η`κ.

Proof. Under the assumptions given above, it is straightforward to prove that the itera-
tion matrix of the two-grid cycle leaves E`κ for ` ∈ L=

κ invariant. We obtain formula (18)
by just combining the Fourier representation of each of its components. The complete
details of these trigonometric calculations can be found in [35, Section 3.3.1].

4.3.2 Fourier representation of preconditioned Helmholtz operator

In this paragraph, we consider the solution of the following linear system L
(σL)
κ yκ = wκ

with a given Krylov subspace method. The corresponding matrix L
(σL)
κ is a possibly

complex shifted Laplacian matrix with κ2
σL

= (1 + iσL)k2
κ ∈ C, kκ =

nh
nκ

π

5h
where κ is

the mesh grid size and σL denotes a shift parameter lying in [0, 1] . The preconditioning
matrix can be a two-grid iteration matrix M

(σp)
κ or a Jacobi iteration matrix J

(σp)
κ ,
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both applied to a possibly complex shifted Laplacian operator L(σp)
κ with κ2

σp = (1 +
iσp)k2

κ, where σp denotes a shift parameter lying in [0, 1]. Each preconditioning step
requires an approximate solution of the linear system L

(σp)
κ zκ = vκ. If one cycle of a

geometric two-grid method is used to approximate the inverse of L(σp)
κ , we denote by

f−1
κ (σp) this approximation. Similarly, if ν relaxation sweeps of a Jacobi method is used

to approximate the inverse of L(σp)
κ , we denote by Υ−1

κ (σp) this approximation. The
convergence of the Krylov subspace method with right preconditioning is partly related
to the spectra of the matrices L(σL)

κ f−1
κ (σp) or L(σL)

κ Υ−1
κ (σp) . As shown in [63], the

iteration matrices of both preconditioning phases correspond to:

M
(σp)
κ = (Iκ − f−1

κ (σp)L
(σp)
κ ) or f−1

κ (σp)L
(σp)
κ = Iκ −M

(σp)
κ , (19)

J
(σp)
κ

ν
= (Iκ −Υ−1

κ (σp)L
(σp)
κ ) or Υ−1

κ (σp)L
(σp)
κ = Iκ − J

(σp)
κ

ν
. (20)

From (19) and (20), the following relations can be easily deduced :

L(σL)
κ f−1

κ (σp) = L(σL)
κ (Iκ −M

(σp)
κ ) (L(σp)

κ )−1 , (21)

L(σL)
κ Υ−1

κ (σp) = L(σL)
κ (Iκ − J

(σp)
κ

ν
) (L(σp)

κ )−1 . (22)

Remark Since all operators in Equation (21) are block diagonal in the Fourier space
(see Propositions 1 and 2, respectively), the spectrum of L(σL)

κ f−1
κ (σp) is obtained by

solving eigenvalue problems of small dimension only (8 at most). This is inexpensive.
We also remark that the Fourier representation of L(σL)

κ Υ−1
κ (σp) is a diagonal matrix

(see Proposition 1), its spectrum is then obtained straightforwardly.

4.3.3 Fourier results

Fine level κ = h - Figure 3 We first analyse the spectrum of L(σL)
h f−1

h (σp) for σL = 0
(i.e. the Helmholtz operator) with two different preconditioners. We will consider the
case of a preconditioner based on a two-grid method acting either on the Helmholtz oper-
ator (σp = 0) or on a complex shifted Laplacian operator (σp = 0.5). The corresponding
spectra of L(0)

h f−1
h (0) and L

(0)
h f−1

h (0.5) are shown in Figure 3.
Using the two-grid method on the Helmholtz operator leads to a spectrum with a

cluster around (1, 0) in the complex plane with relatively a few isolated eigenvalues with
both positive and negative real parts (left part of Figure 3). When the two-grid method
is applied to the complex shifted Laplacian matrix, the spectrum shown on the right part
of Figure 3 is lying in the positive real part of the complex plane only with relatively
few eigenvalues close to zero (less than 0.1% of the spectrum is located inside the disk
of radius 0.1 centered at the origin). Moreover, it has to be noticed that the shapes of
these spectra are similar to those obtained in two dimensions; see Figure 1 in [14] for
the Helmholtz matrix and Figure 7 in [21] (up to a symmetry with respect to the x-axis)
for the complex shifted Laplacian matrix, respectively. Both spectra relatively look in
favor of the convergence of a Krylov subspace method as will be confirmed by numerical
experiments on a homogeneous Helmholtz problem in Section 5.2.
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Figure 3: Spectra of L(0)
h f−1

h (σp) for two different two-grid preconditioners (σp = 0,

ωh = 0.8, ν = 2) (left part) and (σp = 0.5, ωh = 0.8, ν = 2) (right part), with h =
1

256
for a wavenumber such as kh = π/(5h). Note the different scales used in both figures.

Coarse level κ = 2h - Figure 4 We now study the preconditioner properties on
the coarse level in a two-grid method acting on the Helmholtz problem. More precisely
we consider two different preconditioners to solve the indefinite coarse problem approx-
imately. First, two iterations (ν = 2) of damped Jacobi with ω2h = 0.8 are used as a
preconditioner of the coarse Helmholtz matrix (see step 3 of Algorithm 1). The spectrum
of L(0)

2h Υ−1
2h (0) is shown on the left part of Figure 4. Second, a complex shifted multigrid

method is used to solve approximately the coarse Helmholtz problem (see step 3 of Al-
gorithm 3). The spectrum of the preconditioned coarse Helmholtz matrix L(0)

2h f−1
2h (0.5)

is shown on the right part of Figure 4.

If we compare the two plots related to the complex shifted multigrid preconditioner
(right parts of Figures 3 and 4, respectively), we remark that both spectra have a similar
curved shape. Most of the eigenvalues have a real part located between 0. and 1.2,
whereas only a few outliers have a negative real part close to zero. A similar behaviour
in terms of convergence is then expected on both fine and coarse levels when such a
preconditioner is used. On the opposite, the Jacobi coarse preconditioner acts quite
differently. No cluster appears in the spectrum shown on the left part of Figure 4 and
even worse the real part of the eigenvalues is located between 0 and 2 million with a
few outliers having a negative real part close to zero. This spread of eigenvalues in the
spectrum may strongly penalize the convergence of GMRES on the coarse level (κ = 2h).
Consequently, according to both spectra shown in Figure 4, the preconditioner based on
a cycle of multigrid applied to a complex shifted Laplacian operator seems to be a more
appropriate choice to solve the coarse Helmholtz problem approximately.
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Figure 4: Spectrum of L(0)
2h Υ−1

2h (σp) (σp = 0, ωr = 0.8, ν = 2) (left part) and of

L
(0)
2h f−1

2h (σp) (σp = 0.5, ω2h = 0.8, ν = 2) (right part), with h =
1

256
for a wavenumber

k2h such that k2h = 2π/(5h). Note the different scales used in both figures.

Coarse level κ = 4h - Figure 5 We conclude this analysis by studying the properties
of the Jacobi preconditioner on the coarsest level (κ = 4h) in a complex shifted multigrid
cycle (see step 3 of Algorithm 2). The spectrum of L(σL)

4h Υ−1
4h (σp) is shown in Figure

5 for σL = σp = 0.5 with ν = 2 relaxation sweeps of damped Jacobi (ω4h = 0.2) as a
preconditioner. This spectrum looks in favor of the convergence of GMRES. Indeed the
preconditioned matrix L(0.5)

4h Υ−1
4h (0.5) is actually a positive definite complex matrix and

satisfies a sufficient condition to ensure the convergence of GMRES [39, Theorem 6.30].

4.4 Rigorous Fourier analysis for operators with variable coefficients

In this subsection only we consider the complex shifted Laplace equation now with
smoothly variable coefficients on the unit cube Ω = [0, 1]3 and homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the boundary of the domain:

−
3∑
i=1

1
ξxi(xi)

∂

∂xi
(

1
ξxi(xi)

∂u

∂xi
)− κ2

βu = g in Ω, (23)

u = 0 on ∂Ω. (24)

This model problem aims at representing the partial differential equation to be solved
when using the PML formulation. We denote by L

(β)
κ (x) and D

(β)
κ (x) the discretized

operator with variable coefficients on the considered fine grid Ωκ and its diagonal part
respectively. A direct application of rigorous Fourier analysis is not possible for partial
differential equations with variable coefficients [28, 53]. The smoothing factor indeed
becomes x-dependent. However the analysis can be applied to the locally frozen operator
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Figure 5: Spectrum of L(σL)
4h Υ−1

4h (σp), with σL = σp = 0.5, ω4h = 0.2, ν = 2, h =
1

256
on a 643 grid with k4h = 4π/(5h).

L
(β)
κ (xf ) at a fixed grid point xf ∈ Ω of coordinates (xf1 , xf2 , xf3): it reduces to perform

the rigorous Fourier analysis on the operator with frozen coefficients. To perform such
analysis we now assume that the finite difference stencil notation of the discretized
operator L(β)

κ (xf ) can be written as:

L
(β)
κ,(0)(xf ) =

1
κ2

 −χ2

−χ1 2(χ1 + χ2 + χ3)− (κβκ)2 −χ1

−χ2


L

(β)
κ,(−1)(xf ) =

1
κ2

 −χ3

 , L
(β)
κ,(1)(xf ) =

1
κ2

 −χ3


with χi ∈ C (i = 1, 2, 3) defined as 1/(ξ2

xi(xfi)). First we extend Proposition 1 to the
case of partial differential equations with variable coefficients.

4.4.1 Smoothing factor

Proposition 3. At a given point xf ∈ Ωκ the harmonic spaces E`κ for ` ∈ L=
κ are

invariant under the Jacobi iteration matrix J
(β)
κ (xf ) = Iκ − ωκ(D(β)

κ (xf ))−1L
(β)
κ (xf )

(J (β)
κ (xf ) : E`κ −→ E`κ, for ` ∈ L=

κ ). The operator J (β)
κ (xf ) is orthogonally equivalent

to a block diagonal matrix of (at most) 8× 8 blocks defined as:

Ĵ (β)
κ (`, xf ) = Iη`κ −

(
ωκκ2

2(χ1 + χ2 + χ3)− (κβκ)2

)
L̂(β)

κ (`, xf ), ` ∈ L=
κ , (25)

where L̂
(β)
κ (xf ) denotes the representation of the complex shifted Laplacian operator

L
(β)
κ (xf ) with respect to the space E`κ at point xf and η`κ the dimension of E`κ, re-
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spectively. With notation introduced in Section 4.1, if ` ∈ Lκ, the representation of
L̂

(β)
κ (xf ) with respect to E`κ is a diagonal matrix defined as:

L̂(β)
κ (`, xf ) = diag


4

κ2



(χ1ξ1 + χ2ξ2 + χ3ξ3)
(χ1(1− ξ1) + χ2(1− ξ2) + χ3(1− ξ3))

(χ1(1− ξ1) + χ2ξ2 + χ3ξ3)
(χ1ξ1 + χ2(1− ξ2) + χ3(1− ξ3))

(χ1ξ1 + χ2(1− ξ2) + χ3ξ3)
(χ1(1− ξ1) + χ2ξ2 + χ3(1− ξ3))

(χ1ξ1 + χ2ξ2 + χ3(1− ξ3))
(χ1(1− ξ1) + χ2(1− ξ2) + χ3ξ3)



−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β

−κ2
β


.(26)

If one of the indices of ` equals nκ/2, L̂(β)
κ (`, xf ) degenerates to a diagonal matrix of

dimension η`κ. Its entries then correspond to the first η`κ entries of the matrix given on
the right-hand side of relation (26).

Proof. This can be obtained by using trigonometric identities as in Proposition 1.

The worst-case smoothing factor µwc(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) is then defined as:

µwc(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) = max
xf∈Ω

µ(β,κ, kκ, ωκ, xf ),

= max
xf∈Ω

max
`∈L=

κ
|(ρ(Q̂κ(`) (Ĵ (β)

κ (`, xf ))ν)
1/ν
|.

As an illustration, Figure 6 shows the smoothing factors at a selected point xf chosen
in the PML layer such as 1/χj = (1 + i cos(3π/8))2, (j = 1, 2, 3) (with a PML function
selected as in [34]) for different values of β on four different grids (κ = h, κ = 2h, κ = 4h,
κ = 8h, respectively) with a wavenumber defined as kκ =

nh
nκ

π

5h
with nh = 512. For

such a choice of the χj coefficients we note that smoothing factors less than one can be
obtained on the intermediate coarse grid κ = 4h whatever β. When β is set to 0.5, Table
2 reveals that reasonable worst-case values of the smoothing factors can be obtained on
the different grids as in Section 4.2. On the other hand, for the considered combination
of ωκ, kκ and κ it is possible to obtain worst-case values of the smoothing factor greater
than one when β is equal to 0; this justifies the use of a Krylov acceleration procedure
as a smoother as recommended in [16].
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Figure 6: Smoothing factors µ(β,κ, kκ, ωκ, xf ) of the Jacobi method versus β and ωκ
considering 2 relaxation sweeps (ν = 2) on four different grids (κ = h, κ = 2h, κ = 4h,
κ = 8h) on the model problem (23, 24). Case of κ = h (top left), κ = 2h (top right),
κ = 4h (bottom left) and κ = 8h (bottom right). The wavenumber kκ is defined as
kκ =

nh
nκ

π

5h
with nh = 512. Case of 1/χj = (1 + i cos(3π/8))2, (j = 1, 2, 3).
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Table 2: Computed worst-case smoothing factors µwc(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) for the model prob-
lem (23, 24) for two values of β versus κ. The wavenumber kκ is defined as kκ =

nh
nκ

π

5h
with nh = 512.

β = 0 β = 0.5

κ µwc(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) ωκ µwc(β,κ, kκ, ωκ) ωκ
h 0.791 0.8 0.770 0.8
2h > 1 0.8 0.914 0.8
4h > 1 0.2 0.918 0.2
8h 0.310 1 0.260 1

4.5 Conclusions

To conclude, we have selected with the rigorous Fourier analysis appropriate relaxation
parameters in the Jacobi method that lead to acceptable smoothing factors on all the
grids of a complex shifted multigrid method in three dimensions (Figure 3). As a new
result, we have shown the suitability of the complex shifted multigrid preconditioner on
the coarse level of a combined two-grid method (left part of Figure 4). Finally we have
also demonstrated the good preconditioning properties of a Jacobi preconditioner on
the coarsest level of a complex shifted multigrid (Figure 5). Although rigorous Fourier
analysis corresponds to a simplified analysis, numerical experiments detailed in Section
5 will support these conclusions.

5 Numerical experiments on three-dimensional problems

We investigate the performance of the various preconditioners presented in Section 3
combined with Flexible GMRES(m) for the solution of the acoustic Helmholtz problem
(2, 3, 4) on an homogeneous problem and on a realistic heterogeneous velocity model.

5.1 Settings

In the two-grid cycle of Algorithm 1, we consider as a smoother the case of one cycle
of GMRES(2) preconditioned by two iterations of damped Jacobi (ϑ = 1, ms = 2 and
ν = 2), a restarting parameter equal to mc = 10 for the preconditioned GMRES method
used on the coarse level and a maximal number of coarse cycles equal to ϑc = 10. In
the complex shifted multigrid cycle of Algorithm 2, we use a shift parameter equal to
β = 0.5 and two iterations of damped Jacobi as a smoother (νβ = 2). On the coarsest
level we consider as an approximate solver one cycle of GMRES(10) preconditioned by
two iterations of damped Jacobi (ϑβ = 1, mβ = 10 and νβ = 2). The previous parameters
have been also used in Algorithm 3, exception made for ϑc set to 2. Finally the relaxation
coefficients considered in the Jacobi method have been determined by rigorous Fourier
analysis and are given by relation (16).
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We consider a value of the restarting parameter of the outer Krylov subspace method
equal to m = 5 as in [9, 35] (see the first remark given in Section 5.3 for further
comments). The unit source is located at (s1, s2, s3) = (h nx1/2, h nx2/2, h (nPML + 1))
where, e.g., nx1 denotes the number of points in the first direction. A zero initial guess
x0
h is chosen and the iterative method is stopped when the Euclidean norm of the residual

normalized by the Euclidean norm of the right-hand side satisfies the following relation:

||bh −Ahxh||2
||bh||2

≤ 10−5. (27)

The numerical results have been obtained on Babel, a IBM Blue Gene/P computer
located at IDRIS (each node of Babel is equipped with 4 PowerPC 450 cores at 850
Mhz) using a Fortran 90 implementation with MPI [27] in complex single precision
arithmetic (see [53, Chapter 6] for the practical aspects related to the parallelization of
geometric multigrid). Physical memory on a given node (4 cores) of Babel is limited to
2 GB. This code was compiled by the IBM compiler suite with the best optimization
options and linked with the vendor BLAS and LAPACK subroutines.

5.2 Homogeneous velocity field

We consider the case of an homogeneous velocity field in a reference domain [0, 1]3 as
a first benchmark problem. The step size of the Cartesian mesh of type n3

h is given
by h = 1/nh and a uniform wavenumber k is imposed such that kh = π/5 as stated in
relation (5). Consequently large wavenumbers are obtained when the step size h is small.
Table 3 collects the number of preconditioner applications (Prec), computational times
(T) and maximal requested memory (M) for the various preconditioners investigated in
Section 3: a two-grid preconditioner (T ), two four-grid complex shifted preconditioners
(M4,V and M4,F ) and three variants of two-grid cycles with complex shifted two-grid
cycle (T2,V ) or three-grid cycles (T3,V and T3,F ) as a coarse preconditioner, respectively.
Finally the number of cores (# Cores) is selected such that the dimension of the local
problem on the finest grid is fixed for a given strategy in these numerical experiments.

The number of preconditioner applications (Prec) is found to grow almost linearly
with the wavenumber, whatever the preconditioning strategies. This behaviour has
been already pointed out in [5, 21, 37, 54] for the complex shifted preconditioner in two-
and three-dimensional applications, when addressing problems of smaller dimension al-
though. We note that the two-grid cycles used as a preconditioner usually require a
moderate number of preconditioner applications (each application being however com-
putationally expensive). As expected, using the combined cycles (T2,V , T3,V or T3,F )
leads to a significant decrease in terms of computational times with respect to the two-
grid preconditioner (T ) initially proposed in [35]: a reduction factor of at least 1.5 is
obtained even at high wavenumbers. This can be considered as a noticeable improve-
ment. Furthermore we notice that the numbers of preconditioner applications obtained
with the combined approaches are almost similar. Using a coarse preconditioner with a
hierarchy of three grids such as in T3,V or T3,F allows us to reduce the computational
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Table 3: Preconditioned flexible methods for the solution of the Helmholtz equation for
the homogeneous velocity field. Case of a second-order discretization with 10 points per
wavelength such that kh = π/5. Prec denotes the number of preconditioner applications,
T the total computational time in seconds and M the requested memory in GB. Case of
two-grid (T ), of complex shifted multigrid cycles (M4,V ,M4,F ) and of combined cycles
(T2,V , T3,V and T3,F ) applied as a preconditioner of FGMRES(5). Numerical experiments
performed on a IBM BG/P computer.

Homogeneous velocity field

T T2,V

Grid # Cores Prec T (s) M (GB) Prec T (s) M (GB)
1283 1 18 455 0.3 17 309 0.3
2563 8 29 790 2.4 28 552 2.4
5123 64 49 1354 19.2 52 1047 19.5

10243 512 92 2588 154.0 100 2067 155.7
20483 4096 228 6593 1232.0 207 4447 1245.5

M4,V M4,F

Grid # Cores Prec T (s) M (GB) Prec T (s) M (GB)
1283 1 95 251 0.3 125 372 0.3
2563 8 180 505 2.0 180 573 2.0
5123 64 355 1026 16.4 339 1107 16.4

10243 512 696 2112 130.8 635 2165 130.8
20483 4096 1415 4644 1046.8 1278 4634 1046.8

T3,V T3,F

Grid # Cores Prec T (s) M (GB) Prec T (s) M (GB)
1283 1 17 250 0.3 18 289 0.3
2563 8 29 463 2.4 30 528 2.4
5123 64 54 877 19.6 56 1007 19.6

10243 512 105 1746 157.1 107 1980 157.1
20483 4096 259 4442 1256.5 247 4752 1256.5
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times with respect to the T2,V approach. Concerning the complex shifted precondition-
ers, we remark that the M4,V strategy performs well in terms of computational times
with respect toM4,F . Indeed on this homogeneous problem a preconditioner with a cy-
cling strategy visiting only once the coarsest level such as the V-cycle seems to be a good
compromise in terms of computational times. Among the six investigated precondition-
ing strategies, T3,V always delivers the minimal computational times (see bold values in
Table 3). Compared toM4,V , T3,V leads to a reduction in terms of computational times
of about 20% (10243) and of 4.5% on the largest test case (20483). Finally, we note that
the maximal requested memory (M) grows linearly with the problem size whatever the
preconditioner. This is indeed the expected behaviour since these strategies do not rely
on any (local or global) factorization of sparse matrices. The complex shifted precon-
ditioners M4,F and M4,V require less memory than the combined strategies T3,V and
T3,F : a factor of reduction of 20% is indeed observed. Furthermore we point out that
the numerical methods investigated in this paper on both homogeneous or heterogeneous
cases are relatively cheap in terms of memory requirements, e.g., an amount of only 157
GB at most is needed when solving a wave propagation problem with more than one
billion of unknowns (10243). This feature is especially important when addressing in
a near future the solution of multiple right-hand side problems arising in the related
acoustic imaging inverse problem.

5.3 EAGE/SEG Salt dome

The SEG/EAGE Salt dome model [1] is a velocity field containing a salt dome in a
sedimentary embankment. It is defined in a parallelepiped domain of size 13.5× 13.5×
4.2 km3. The minimum value of the velocity is 1500 m.s−1 and its maximum value is
4481 m.s−1, respectively. This test case is considered as challenging due to both the
occurrence of a geometrically complex structure (salt dome) and to the large dimensions
of the computational domain.

We are mostly interested in evaluating the behaviour of the different preconditioners
versus the frequency on this heterogeneous velocity field problem. We consider a set
of frequencies ranging from 2.5 Hz to 40 Hz with a step size h selected such that the
stability condition (5) is satisfied. We note that the largest frequency case (f = 40 Hz)
corresponds to a linear system of approximately 15.8 billion of unknowns. In the numer-
ical experiments we analyse four different strategies: a two-grid preconditioner (T ), two
three-grid complex shifted preconditioners (M3,V , M3,F ) and a two-grid cycle with a
two-grid complex shifted coarse preconditioner (T2,V ), respectively. We have considered
hierarchies with at most three grids to yield a reasonable problem size per core. As in
Section 5.2, we have used relaxation parameters issued from the rigorous Fourier analysis
(relation (16)).
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Table 4: Preconditioned flexible methods for the solution of the Helmholtz equation
for the heterogeneous velocity field EAGE/SEG Salt dome. Case of a second-order
discretization with 10 points per wavelength such that relation (5) is satisfied. Prec
denotes the number of preconditioner applications, T the total computational time in
seconds and M the requested memory in GB. Case of two-grid (T ), of complex shifted
multigrid cycles (M3,V ,M3,F ) and of combined cycles (T2,V ) applied as a preconditioner
of FGMRES(5). Numerical experiments performed on a IBM BG/P computer. A †
superscript indicates that a maximal number of preconditioner applications has been
reached.

EAGE/SEG Salt dome

T T2,V

f h Grid # Cores Prec T (s) M (GB) Prec T (s) M (GB)
2.5 60 231× 231× 71 4 12 146 0.6 11 98 0.6

5 30 463× 463× 143 32 25 316 4.5 16 147 4.6
10 15 927× 927× 287 256 71 927 35.9 28 270 36.6
20 7.5 1855× 1855× 575 2048 248 3346 288.1 73 748 293.8
40 3.75 3711× 3711× 1149 16384 1000† 13912 2304.1 283 3101 2349.9

M3,V M3,F

f h Grid # Cores Prec T (s) M (GB) Prec T (s) M (GB)
2.5 60 231× 231× 71 4 98 132 0.5 122 193 0.5

5 30 463× 463× 143 32 217 300 3.8 184 298 3.8
10 15 927× 927× 287 256 445 638 30.5 334 561 30.5
20 7.5 1855× 1855× 575 2048 2485 4102 244.8 2149 3764 244.8
40 3.75 3711× 3711× 1149 16384 8000† - 1957.8 8000† - 1957.8

Table 4 collects the number of preconditioner applications (Prec), computational
times (T) and maximal requested memory (M) for these variants. With respect to the
two-grid cycle T , the combined cycle T2,V is found to require a reduced number of pre-
conditioner applications. Indeed, if we consider the case of f = 20 Hz, we remark a
significant reduction of preconditioner applications when comparing the two-grid pre-
conditioner T with the combined two-grid cycle T2,V (248 versus 73). This also leads to
a dramatic reduction of computational times (3346 s versus 748 s at f = 20 Hz). The
T2,V strategy always delivers the minimal computational times (see bold values in Table
4) among the four preconditioners with a clear advantage at medium to large frequen-
cies. Nevertheless we would like to stress that the shifted preconditioner presented in
Algorithm 2 is based on a combination of standard multigrid components. It is most
likely that the use of Galerkin coarse grid approximation or of operator-dependent trans-
fer operators could be beneficial to improve the properties of the preconditioner when
considering heterogeneous Helmholtz problems. Despite the simplicity of the shifted
preconditioner we remark that bothM3,V andM3,F strategies are more attractive than
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the two-grid preconditioner T in terms of computational times at small to medium range
frequencies (2.5 Hz, 5 Hz and 10 Hz respectively). However at high frequencies (20 Hz
and 40 Hz) a significant increase in terms of preconditioning applications is observed for
both M3,V and M3,F . We also notice that a shifted preconditioner based on a F-cycle
is preferable when large frequencies are considered, i.e. solving approximately the coarse
problem twice in a given cycle is found to be beneficial to the outer convergence.
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Figure 7: EAGE/SEG Salt dome problem (case of f = 10 Hz, 927 × 927 × 287 grid).
Ritz and harmonic Ritz values (circles and crosses, respectively) of FGMRES(5) with
four different variable preconditioners: T (top left), T2,V (top right),M3,V (bottom left)
and M3,F (bottom right) along convergence. Note that the same scales have been used
for the four plots.

In Figure 7 we consider the case of f = 10 Hz and represent the Ritz and harmonic
Ritz values collected at each cycle of FGMRES(5) during convergence. As shown in
[35], this computation allows us to investigate the quality of the variable preconditioner
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at a cheap cost and we refer the reader to [26] for the definition of Ritz and harmonic
Ritz values in this setting. Interestingly, the T , M3,V and M3,F preconditioners lead
to several outliers or clusters located in specific parts of the complex plane (even in the
vicinity of the origin), whereas all Ritz or harmonic Ritz values are located in the unit
disk (reasonably away from the origin) for the T2,V preconditioner. Finally, we note that
the combined cycle T2,V used as a preconditioner of FGMRES(5) is also efficient when
solving the largest frequency case (f = 40 Hz). A moderate number of preconditioner
applications (283) and a low memory requirement (about 2.3 TB) are required to solve
approximately this truly challenging case. This can be considered as a very satisfactory
result and proves the usefulness of the algorithm on this realistic test case.

Remarks We have also performed some numerical experiments with a larger value of
the restarting parameter m in the outer Krylov subspace method FGMRES(m) (m = 10,
results not shown here). At f = 20 Hz, a reduction of preconditioner applications is ob-
tained for each strategy leading to a decrease of 10% in computational times. This
slight improvement comes however at a price of increased memory requirements. Keep-
ing memory consumption as low as possible is an important issue in this application since
we target the solution of multiple right-hand side problems with preconditioned block
flexible Krylov subspace methods as discussed in [9]. Hence we have preferred to focus
on preconditioned FGMRES(5) in this section and to show the related performance even
for such moderate value of the restarting parameter m. We refer the reader to [43] for
a theoretical analysis of inner-outer methods when the outer and the inner methods are
the same (FGMRES and GMRES in our setting). It is notably proved that by using
preconditioners which are Krylov methods the global iteration is maintained within a
larger Krylov subspace.
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Figure 8: EAGE/SEG Salt dome problem (case of f = 40 Hz, 3711×3711×1149 grid).
Convergence history of FGMRES(5) with four different variable preconditioners: M3,V

(line), M3,F (dashed line), T (square) and T2,V (triangle) versus computational times
in seconds (left part). Ritz and harmonic Ritz values (circles and crosses, respectively)
of FGMRES(5) with the T2,V preconditioner (right part).

Figure 8 (left part) shows the convergence history of FGMRES(5) with four differ-
ent preconditioners, namely T , M3,V , M3,F , and T2,V on the most challenging case
(f = 40 Hz, approximately 15.8 billion of unknowns). Interestingly, we notice that
the stopping criterion (27) is satisfied only for FGMRES(5) used in combination with
the new preconditioner T2,V (see right part of Figure 8 for the repartition of Ritz and
harmonic Ritz values). The T , M3,V and M3,F approaches lead to a certain residual
reduction but due to limited computing resources we have only reported the maximal
number of preconditioner applications and related elapsed computational times in Ta-
ble 4. We remark that a long-term stagnation in the convergence does appear for the
shifted preconditioner. We further plan to analyse this behaviour in the light of recent
non-stagnation conditions for the convergence of GMRES on indefinite problems [42, 45]
as part of future work. Contrary to the case of f = 20 Hz (Figure 7, top right part)
Ritz and harmonic Ritz with negative real part are observed at f = 40 Hz (Figure 8,
right part) for the T2,V combined preconditioner3. We refer the reader to comments
given in the last paragraph of this section for possible improvements related to both
preconditioner and outer Krylov subspace method.

3More precisely 25 Ritz values with negative real part (smallest modulus equal to 0.05) and 56
harmonic Ritz values with negative real part (smallest modulus equal to 0.29) are obtained.
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Table 5: Preconditioned flexible methods for the solution of the Helmholtz equation
for the heterogeneous velocity field EAGE/SEG Salt dome. Case of a second-order dis-
cretization with 10 points per wavelength such that relation (5) is satisfied. Prec denotes
the number of preconditioner applications, T the total computational time in seconds
and M the requested memory in GB. Case of two-grid cycles applied as a preconditioner
of FGMRES(5). Numerical experiments performed on a IBM BG/P computer. Influence
of the fine level smoother.

EAGE/SEG Salt dome

T (ϑ = 2,ms = 2, ν = 0) T (ϑ = 1,ms = 4, ν = 0)

f Grid # Cores Prec T (s) M (GB) Prec T (s) M (GB)
2.5 231× 231× 71 4 11 77 0.6 11 76 0.6

5 463× 463× 143 32 24 174 4.5 24 172 4.9
10 927× 927× 287 256 54 409 35.9 54 402 39.8
20 1855× 1855× 575 2048 180 1420 288.1 178 1381 319.5
40 3711× 3711× 1149 16384 1343 11180 2304.1 1244 10169 2444.7

T2,V (ϑ = 2,ms = 2, ν = 0) T2,V (ϑ = 1,ms = 4, ν = 0)

f Grid # Cores Prec T (s) M (GB) Prec T (s) M (GB)
2.5 231× 231× 71 4 11 89 0.6 11 88 0.9

5 463× 463× 143 32 16 135 4.6 16 133 6.0
10 927× 927× 287 256 28 247 36.6 27 235 43.0
20 1855× 1855× 575 2048 72 683 293.8 72 672 325.2
40 3711× 3711× 1149 16384 313 3929 2349.9 313 3885 2522.1

We report numerical results in Table 5 related to the T and T2,V cycles, now with a
different smoothing strategy at the fine level only. A fine level smoother based on either
one cycle of unpreconditioned GMRES(4) (ϑ = 1, ms = 4 and ν = 0) or two cycles of
unpreconditioned GMRES(2) (ϑ = 2, ms = 2 and ν = 0) is investigated (without any
changes for the other parameters). This choice leads to the same number of matrix-
vector products to be performed in the smoother on the fine level as the initial setting
(ϑ = 1, ms = 2 and ν = 2). Interestingly we note a significant reduction in terms of
preconditioner applications for medium to large frequencies for the two-grid precondi-
tioner T . For this approach performing more smoothing iterations by either restarting
or increasing the degree of the polynomial smoother is then found to be beneficial on
this given application. For the combined cycle T2,V the change of the fine level smoother
does not modify the number of preconditioner applications and leads to a reduction of
at least 10% in terms of computational times for frequencies up to 20 Hz (see Table 4
for a comparison). At f = 40 Hz the cycle with preconditioned GMRES(2) (ϑ = 1,
ms = 2 and ν = 2) leads to better results in terms of preconditioner applications and
computational times. Finally we note that optimizing the sparse matrix-vector products
[13] and considering communication avoiding GMRES method [30] in both the inner and
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outer Krylov subspace methods are two features that would be worth investigating to
further reduce the computational times.

We have on purpose restricted our setting to simple multigrid components to be able
to perform a rigorous Fourier analysis. Nevertheless we are aware of possible improve-
ments in the proposed algorithms. Indeed smoothers based on symmetric Gauss-Seidel
preconditioned GMRES (as studied in [35]), the use of Galerkin coarse grid approxima-
tion or of complex-valued operator-dependent transfer operators [54] might be probably
beneficial to the preconditioners on heterogeneous problems. Moreover, given a certain
preconditioner, considering the role of the flexible Krylov subspace method is certainly
an issue to address in a near future. Other flexible methods [49, 60] or recent algorithms
that include spectral information to improve the convergence rate - FGMRES-DR [26]
or FGCRO-DR [10] - are definitively of interest in both inner and outer parts of the
solver.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed a new two-grid preconditioner for the solution of Helmholtz prob-
lems in three-dimensional heterogeneous media. This two-grid cycle is applied directly
to the Helmholtz operator and relies on an approximate coarse grid solution. A sec-
ond multigrid method applied to a complex shifted Laplacian operator is then used as
a preconditioner for the approximate solution of this coarse problem. Next, we have
studied the convergence properties of this preconditioner with rigorous Fourier analysis
and selected appropriate relaxation parameters for the smoother based on this analysis.
Finally we have highlighted the efficiency of the new preconditioner on both academic
and concrete applications in geophysics requiring the solution of indefinite problems of
huge dimension. Numerical results have demonstrated the usefulness of the combined
algorithm on a realistic three-dimensional application at high frequency.

As part of future research, we plan to perform a three-grid Fourier analysis of the
combined cycle to yield additional valuable insight into the preconditioning properties of
this method. We will also investigate the behaviour of the combined preconditioner on
problems issued from the high-order finite difference discretization of the acoustic or elas-
tic Helmholtz equation [29] in both single and multiple source situations. To conclude,
we note that the framework of the combined cycle can be extended to a fully algebraic
setting by using algebraic multigrid ideas [53, Appendix A] (see also [32] for a specific
extension to complex-valued problems) to construct the different operators involved in
the two hierarchies. This may be especially useful when finite element discretizations of
the Helmholtz equation (based, e.g., on Discontinuous Galerkin methods or on hp-finite
element techniques) are considered. This is part of future research.
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